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RA & MP Benson’s Dairy Farm
Bena, Victoria
Rob & Maureen Benson’s dairy pit was not only
slippery, but was very uncomfortable on milkers’ knees
when working in the pit.
After time web browsing and researching specialized
surfaces for dairies the Bensons contacted RPS to talk
about solutions for various areas around their dairy & in
particular their pit.
In no time Darrell from RPS visited their dairy and
discussed the options to surface the problem areas using
2 different types of rubber flooring. With confidence the
Benson’s engaged RPS to install their new surfacing.
The pit floor was installed with the RPS ‘Hammer
Insertion’ one piece rubber surface which was sealed to
the concrete to ensure liquids would not leak under it,
and which also provides increased comfort for those
working in the area.

Rob Benson dairy farmer had this to say
”The RPS SureFoot® matting is the best stuff I’ve ever
used around the cow yard in my life . . . . . . . . Now my
cows aren’t slipping over when turning in the yard and
they’ve gone from being nervous as anything to not
giving a dam!
The new pit flooring is great too . . . it’s better on my
knees and our milkers are much more comfortable and
find it easier to work.
Before installing RPS rubber surfacing I had an open
mind, but it has far exceeded my expectations and I’II
be doing more areas with it!”

The ‘lead up’ yards to the dairy provided a different
problem which the Benson’s wanted to fix. The RPS
SureFoot® mat was the ideal product to ensure a
solution. The unique pattern of this mat is designed to
sure foot cattle and stop them slipping over when
turning. This installs confidence in the animal, increases
animal comfort and makes handling of the cows much
easier. The chance of the cows slipping and doing the
splits is almost eliminated.
Almost immediately after the installation there was a
difference and particularly the young cattle weren’t being
pushed around as much.

